A new two-pool model to describe glucose kinetics in the steady state is presented. The pools are plasma glucose, Q 1 , and tissue glucose, Q 2 (both mol). The flows (all mol/min) into the plasma pool (Pool 1) are absorbed glucose entry from dietary sources, labelled glucose infusion, and hepatic glucose production. There is one flow out of Pool 1, glucose uptake by the tissues. Inflows to the tissues pool (Pool 2) are from plasma and glycogenolysis. Outflows from Pool 2 are to plasma, glucose oxidation, and glycogenesis and other metabolism. Application of the model was illustrated using experimental data derived from healthy adult Labrador Retrievers in the fasted and fed (repeated meal feeding) states. In general, model derived estimates of glucose kinetics were representative of normal glucose metabolism, where rates of glucose production and uptake are similar and act to maintain blood glucose concentrations. Furthermore, estimates of within tissue glucose cycling indicated glycogenolysis in fasting and glycogenesis when fed. In the fasted state, model outputs were consistent with those reported in the canine literature derived using a single pool model.
Introduction
Diabetes mellitus, a disease characterized by a dysregulation of glucose homeostasis, is increasingly prevalent in companion animals (reviewed by [1] ). Accordingly, understanding the regulation of glucose homeostasis is of great interest. Experimentally the use of stable (or radioactive) isotope dilution methodology allows for the quantification of pool sizes and flows between compartments involved in glucose metabolism in vivo at the whole body level. Isotopic determination of plasma glucose kinetics has been examined in steady and nonsteady state situations and has been resolved using one-, two-, and three-pool models and noncompartmental schemes (reviewed by [2] ). For example, Radziuk et al. [3] proposed a two-pool scheme to describe nonsteady state glucose kinetics, and variants of this model have been applied to canids [4, 5] and felines [6] . However, model solution is computationally complex and requires previous knowledge of parameters, measured either in a separate experiment or prior to initiation of experimental conditions. Likely for these reasons, the single pool model [7] has been used extensively in the literature to describe glucose kinetics. The single pool is representative of plasma glucose and rates of appearance ( ) and disappearance ( ) from the pool are considered the sum of all possible entries and exits into and out of the system. In the steady state, such as fasting, describes hepatic glucose production and denotes whole body tissue uptake (disappearance) based on the assumption that glucose is uniformly distributed in the extracellular fluid space. The single pool model is unable to describe the bidirectional exchange of glucose between plasma and body tissue compartments and the contribution of intracellular glucose recycling. To overcome these limitations and yet preserve the inherent simplicity and mathematical convenience of the single pool model, a new two-pool model is proposed to describe glucose kinetics in the steady state. Figure 1 : Two-pool model for describing glucose kinetics (a) and the kinetic scheme for labeled glucose (b). The first pool represents total (labelled plus unlabelled) glucose in plasma, and second represents total glucose in tissues. Arrowed solid lines show flows, hollow arrow shows glucose application (infusion), a solid dot indicates a flow active only in the fasted state, a hollow dot indicates a flow active only in the fed state, and the broken line represents sampling. represents the volume of pool , and represent the quantity of total and labelled glucose in pool , respectively, and and represent the flow of total and labelled glucose to pool from pool , respectively.
The primary aim of this study was to develop a simple two-pool model to describe glucose kinetics in the steady state. The model builds from the existing single pool model by giving explicit representation to the bidirectional exchange of glucose between plasma and tissue compartments and the within tissue cycling of glucose through glycogenesis and subsequent glycogenolysis. The proposed model describes glucose kinetics in the steady state and is solved algebraically. To test its validity, the new model was applied to experimental data derived from our previously published work [8] and an analysis of errors was conducted. Model outputs were then compared to glucose and oxidation values in the published canine literature derived using a single pool model.
Methods

The Model.
The kinetic scheme for total glucose (labelled plus unlabelled) comprises two pools and seven flows ( Figure 1(a) ; see Mathematical Notation). The pools are plasma glucose, 1 , and tissue glucose, 2 (both mol). The flows (all mol min −1 ) into the plasma pool (Pool 1) are absorbed glucose entry from dietary sources, 10 , labelled glucose infusion, , and hepatic glucose production, 12 . There is one flow out of Pool 1, glucose uptake by the tissues, 21 . Inflows to the tissues pool (Pool 2) are 21 and glycogenolysis, 2 . Outflows from Pool 2 are 12 , glucose oxidation, 02 , and glycogenesis and other metabolism, 2 . The flow 10 is assumed to occur only in the fed state and the flow 12 only in the fasted state. The scheme for labelled glucose assumes no reentry of label into Pool 1 during the infusion period and is shown in Figure 1(b) . It contains one pool, labelled plasma glucose ( 1 , mol), one inflow, namely, the rate of infusion , and one outflow, namely, labelled glucose uptake by the tissues 21 . Sampling, for example, total glucose concentration, 1 ( mol mL −1 ), and enrichment, 1 ( mol labelled per mol total glucose), is from the plasma pool.
The fundamental equations are, for total glucose,
and for labelled glucose
Assume that steady state is reached after a few hours of infusion such that
This set of 3 simultaneous linear equations can be solved algebraically by hand to give
When the net flow 2 − 2 is positive, glycogenesis (and other metabolism) predominates, and when negative, glycogenolysis predominates. In the fasted state, absorbed International Scholarly Research Notices 3 glucose entry to the plasma pool from dietary sources is zero and (4) yield
In the fed state, hepatic glucose production is negligible. Equations (4) now yield
The fasted model is therefore given by (5) and the fed model by (6).
Application.
The model was applied to data obtained from two separate experiments (A and B) [8] . As the focus of the present study is to develop and describe a novel model of glucose kinetics only the key details of the experimental designs, animals, and methodologies are provided ( Table 1) . The model was applied to data derived from two steady state situations: fasting and fed. For the fed state, dogs were fed their daily ration divided into equal sized small meals every 25 min. This feeding regimen was based on reported gastric emptying time of ∼20 min for dogs fed small meals [9] and was assumed to represent a physiological steady state where circulating glucose concentrations were not changing significantly over time. Furthermore, CO 2 production has been found to be correlated with labelled carbon recovery in animals fed repeated small meals [10] . Experimentally, glucose oxidation ( 02 ) was calculated according to [11] :
where CO 2 is the volume of CO 2 production, CO 2 is the isotopic enrichment of expired CO 2 , 1 is the plasma isotopic enrichment, corr is the bicarbonate correction factor to account for carbon retention, and 6 represents the number of carbon atoms per glucose molecule oxidized.
Results
Kinetic measurements and calculated flows derived from Experiment A and Experiment B are presented in Table 2 (fasting) and Table 3 (fed), respectively. In Experiment A, plateaus in plasma enrichment were not achieved (due to an over prime of isotope) and steady state enrichments were extrapolated using simple negative exponential curve fitting over the period of postpeak decline. Both measured (last sampling time point) and extrapolated values are given. In fasting, the calculated plasma rate of glucose appearance ( ) ( 12 ) was similar to its rate of disappearance ( 21 from measured values. Indeed, extrapolated steady state values in Experiment A were similar to those observed in Experiment B where isotopic steady state was achieved. During repeated meal feeding, measured glucose oxidation ( 02 ) and calculated flows ( 21 , 2 − 2 ) were greater than those observed in fasting, reflecting the increased availability of exogenous glucose. In agreement, within tissue glucose recycling ( 2 − 2 ) values were positive, indicating glycogenesis. Glucose oxidation and calculated flows varied considerably within and between experiments. Specifically, oxidation and calculated flows were greater in Experiment B than Experiment A. In Experiment A, oxidation values were lowest when derived from extrapolated steady state enrichments, whereas calculated flows were lowest when derived from measured enrichments.
Analysis of Errors.
A brief analysis was conducted into the effects of measurement errors in infusion rate and plasma enrichment on model solutions using the overall mean of experimentally derived values. The model was solved by perturbing each prescribed variable (i.e., and 1 ) in turn by 0, ±10, and ±20%. Each calculated flow ( , mol/min⋅kg) was then plotted against the perturbation ( , %), and a five-point linear regression of on was performed to determine the slope of the line produced. Each average slope was subsequently scaled by its corresponding unperturbed average flow value and multiplied by a hundred to give the scaled slopes dimensions of % change in per % change in (Table 4 ). In general, measurement error in either input did not substantially impact calculated flows. Overall, fasting plasma flows were most affected by measurement errors in plasma enrichment. It is important to note that measurement errors in plasma enrichment affect not only calculated flows, but also glucose oxidation.
Discussion
A novel two-pool model to describe glucose kinetics in the steady state was presented. The model is advantageous over the existing single pool steady state model, as it describes the exchange of glucose between plasma and body tissue compartments and estimates within tissue glucose recycling, while preserving the mathematical simplicity of the one pool model. Application of the model to experimental data provided estimates of glucose kinetics that were representative of normal glucose metabolism, where rates of glucose production and uptake are similar and act to maintain blood glucose concentrations. Furthermore, estimates of within International Scholarly Research Notices 5 tissue glucose cycling indicated glycogenolysis in fasting and glycogenesis in fed states.
In attempt to maintain the inherent mathematical simplicity of the single pool model, certain assumptions were made. For example, in the fed state application of the model, hepatic glucose production was assumed to be completely suppressed and dietary glucose was the sole contributor to plasma . However, a nonphysiological dose of exogenous glucose would be required to fully suppress endogenous glucose production. Such a dose would not likely be achieved by intermittently feeding small mixed meals. Therefore, truly reflects glucose entry from exogenous and endogenous sources. Dietary glucose was assumed to enter the peripheral circulation directly. In actuality, ingested glucose is absorbed, released into portal circulation, and taken up by the liver prior to its release into peripheral circulation. Additionally, negligible amounts of ingested glucose serve as a substrate for volatile free fatty acid production in the colon. Moore et al. [12] only accounted for 68% of the labeled glucose administered within a single mixed meal fed to mongrel dogs. Of that, 82% appeared within systemic circulation. These findings suggest that our model calculations might underestimate glucose .
In the canine literature, plasma has generally been determined using a single pool model under a wide range of physiological conditions (Table 5 ). The underlying assumption of the single pool model is that blood glucose is rapidly and uniformly distributed in all physiological pools (i.e., plasma, interstitial, and intracellular). Provided the system is in steady state, such as after an overnight fast, the assumption is considered valid. Mathematically, the minimal model calculates the rate of disappearance from plasma, which is assumed to equal . Therefore, literature values of presented in Table 5 While fasting glucose kinetics has received much attention, no other studies in canines to our knowledge have assessed fed glucose kinetics in the steady state using the repeated meal feeding technique. Fed steady state kinetics has been mimicked by infusing exogenous insulin above basal concentrations under clamped hyperglycemia (and euglycemia) (see [13] in Table 5 ). In our model, the plasma from ingested glucose ranged from 35 to 81 mol/(min⋅kg) in Experiment A and from 153 to 225 mol/(min⋅kg) in Experiment B. In general, these values are comparable to those found by Christopher et al. [13] in dogs under clamped hyperinsulinemia, range 54-168 mol/(min⋅kg). However, direct comparisons are not appropriate, given the differences in experimental methodology. Specifically, our experimental data reflect glucose in canines fed intermittent mixed meals, whereas Christopher et al. [13] measured plasma glucose turnover using glycemic clamp methodology. Clamp methodology is useful as it provides a direct estimate of insulin sensitivity. However, a primary advantage of the repeated meal feeding technique is that it allows one to directly examine the effects of dietary ingredients and/or compositions on glucose metabolism in the steady state. Such advantage has particular relevance to animal nutrition as mixed meals contain complex blends of starches and other nutrients, which have differential effects on glucose digestion, absorption, and metabolism. Furthermore, the addition of novel and unconventional dietary protein and carbohydrate sources is becoming increasingly popular in companion animal nutrition.
Conclusions
In conclusion, a novel two-pool model to describe glucose kinetics in the steady state was presented. The model was tested using experimental data generated from our laboratory and compared to existing literature values. The model yielded fasting plasma glucose values comparable to those reported in the canine literature calculated using the single pool model. While comparable literature values are not available for the fed state, all calculated flows increased above fasting reflecting the addition of exogenous (dietary) glucose. Furthermore, calculated flows were higher in Experiment B where dogs were fed more diet than in Experiment A, suggesting that the fed state application of the model is sensitive to changes in dietary derived glucose supply. Together, these findings support the present model as an improved alternative to the existing steady state single pool model.
Mathematical Notation
: Flow of total glucose to pool from pool ; 0 represents external flow of glucose into pool ; 0 represents flow of glucose from pool out of the system ( mol/min) : Flow of labelled glucose to pool from pool ( mol/min) : Total glucose concentration in primary pool ( mol/mL) : Constant rate of labelled glucose infusion into primary pool ( mol/min) : Quantity of total glucose in pool ( mol) : Quantity of labelled glucose in pool ( mol) : Enrichment of pool ( mol labelled glucose/ mol total glucose) : Time since isotope first administered (min)
: Volume of pool ; 1 represents primary (plasma) pool volume (mL).
